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Foammaster™: Premium Grade for Quality and a Range of Flavors
The Foammaster™ from Franke Coffee Systems belongs to an elite class of premium
fully automatic coffee machines. No matter if you're preparing coffees or multifaceted
drink creations with the perfect froth, the Foammaster™ is everything you could ever
want from a modern beverage solution.
It isn't just the fine design of the Foammaster™'s elegant black enameled casing that will win
you over. This all-rounder's simple and innovative means of operation also make it attractive. All
of the available drinks can be conveniently selected and pulled up using the innovative and
individually customizable touchscreen.
The Revolutionary Touch
Franke Coffee Systems again demonstrates its strong capacity for innovation in the world of
coffee machines with its intuitive touchscreen technology. The integration of a generously
proportioned 10.4-inch touchscreen makes it fun and easy for employees and customers alike
to operate the Foammaster™. Selections can be displayed on a total of three different operation
modes. The Foammaster™ will also accommodate individual display preferences for menu
cards and drink pictures (customer pictures can also be used) as well as cup sizes and flavors.
This makes it possible for offerings to be perfectly adjusted to match the needs of the guests.
Any beverage can be easily selected by a convenient touch.
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Coffee Specialties for Every Taste
The Foammaster™ is perfect for preparing trendy hot and cold drink creations quickly and
easily. From flavored milk to coffee specialties and the perfect latte macchiato, all the way
through to the classic espresso - anything is possible. An integrated chocolate dispenser and
flavor station (with up to three different flavors) mean that the Foammaster™ really does master
all possible preparation options with the flick of the wrist.

Individuality with a System
With the Foammaster™, Franke Coffee Systems is putting a creative tool at restaurateurs'
disposal. They can use it to indulge their individual preferences and to develop unique drink
compositions. At any time offerings can, for example, be adapted seasonally or for special
occasions. Even the consistency of the milk froth can be programmed individually for each
specialty.
Large Display – Intuitive Operation
The Foammaster™ always performs at the highest level, even when it comes to cleaning and
maintenance. Franke's tried and tested practical cleaning system makes it possible to clean the
machine hygienically and easily with minimal time expenditure while ensuring that it conforms to
HACCP standards. Such optimal maintenance guarantees that the Foammaster™ serves up
first-class enjoyment every day. With the Foammaster™, Franke Coffee Systems delivers a
revolutionary fully automatic machine providing every food service operation with the perfect
drink variety, satisfied guests, and significantly higher drink sales.
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About Franke Coffee Systems
Delicious coffee makes for wonderful moments. - Franke Coffee Systems is a leading provider of
solutions for coffee preparation beyond the kitchen. The product range encompasses fully automatic as
well as traditional coffee machines, capsule machines, and high-volume coffee brewers. A total of 500
employees work at headquarters in Aarburg (Switzerland) as well as the subsidiaries in Germany, the
United States, Great Britain, and Japan in order to provide the very best coffee solutions. The company
also relies on a global service and distribution network with over 1000 employees. As a company of the
Franke Gruppe, it belongs to Artemis Holding.
Learn more at www.fm.franke.com.
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